Our Lady Catholic Primary School
Week beginning: 4th March 2019
This week has been another busy week in school. Book week
has reignited the love of stories and the children have had a
great week of learning rounded off with a very colourful day on Thursday!
Read on to hear about the exciting things that have happened in each class…
Reception
This week we read the story ‘Mr Wolf’s
pancakes’. On Tuesday we had pancakes
for our snack. We put syrup, jam and
lemon on the pancakes. They were
yummy! In maths we found out what
everyone’s favourite colours were. We
asked the teachers and made a pictogram.
The teacher’s favourite colour is Red. We
found out that Receptions most popular
colour is purple!
The best bit of the week was Pancake Day!
By Storm & Neriah
Year 2
In Year 2 we wrote a letter to the 30
crayons from the story ‘The Day the
Crayons Quit’. In Literacy we wrote
questions about sharks. On Ash
Wednesday we had ashes put onto
our foreheads by Fr. Tom to help us
remember the time of Lent.

Year 4
This week in English we wrote letters to Duncan from the story
‘The Day the Crayons Quit’. We then wrote about pieces of
clothing that have not been out of the wardrobe for ages.
On Wednesday we had an Ash Wednesday service from Fr.
Tom. We had ashes on our forehead. We were tempted to rub
them off but we didn’t.
By Fraser & Sienna

By Lily & Jacob
Year 1
This week we celebrated Shrove Tuesday by eating pancakes
and talking about why we use all the yummy stuff up before
Lent. We went to the Ash Wednesday Mass.
On Book Day we made our own crayons and we had fun.
By Micol and Lucasz

Year 5

Year 6

This week in English we have
written our own version of the
story ‘The Day the Crayons Quit’.
We had to choose our own objects
and write why they are quitting.
We illustrated our books and
showed them to the class. In PE we
have recently been playing hockey.
We split into two teams and
played matches against each
other. We had to sort out our own
subs. It was great fun!

This week in English we wrote news reports about ‘The Day the
Crayons Quit’. We recorded the report on ipads in groups. In RE we
wrote our Lenten promises. We put them into envelopes and
displayed them on our prayer table.
On Wednesday we had our Ash Wednesday service. Fr. Tom put
ashes on our foreheads and we thought about Lent and the time to
pray.
By Paula & Gianluca

By Luccia & Eli

Year 3
In maths we learnt how to tell the
time.
On Tuesday we enjoyed pancakes
for our lunch.
Some of the children from Year 1,2
and 3 went to a gymnastics
competition. We did really well and
had lots of fun.
By Dainton & Amber

Guest blog
This week we have had a successful time celebrating books and reading. All classes have produced
some wonderful work based on the book ‘The Day the Crayons Quit’ and taken part in an exciting
book quiz. Hopefully the children have all enjoyed taking part in the Readathon this week and we
look forward to finding out how much you have raised.
Overall, an extremely exciting week all topped off by the school looking wonderful in their different
colours.
By Mr Pryde & Miss Davis (Literacy Leads)

